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A Letter from the
Editor
Hello Snobsters. Welcome to another edition of my entitled bitchfest
we revere with such sanctity. And rightly so.
Islands is a poorly-named eatery unique to the west coast upper
lower middle class. Yes, that makes sense. Aiming to offer its patrons
a taste of Island living, the restaurant really offers patrons a taste of
high school dates and depressing Ok Cupid meet-ups.
For Snobsters, Islands was a place to meet my Mom, Pauline, talk
about Greg’s irrational response to horror films, and, of course, make
our waiter feel extremely uncomfortable as we meticulously dissected
every menu item.
If Islands taught me anything about Hawaii and the South Pacific, it
is this: Their Vanilla Milkshakes are really the only thing they have
going for them.
Obesely,
~anna~
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SNOBSTER Goes tropster
Melee kalikimaka, bitches.

wanted a suckling pig, which I don’t
think is asking too much at a place
called “Islands.” I mean, don’t market
yourself as a tropical restaurant if
there’s not gonna be any suckling
pigs—at least give me a god damn
fire dance or a little blue alien allergic
to water…who is named Stitch, for
some reason…I never really got that.

Or whatever.
Islands’ tagline is “fine burgers and
drink,” a slogan that should have been
enough to foreshadow their “meh”
selection. They chose to describe their
food, advertise their wares, draw in the
paying clientele, with the words “fine
burgers and drink.” Not spectacular, not
mouth-watering, not delicious. Fine.
Just fine. Just ok. Just whatever. Just, you
know, fine.

In addition to my Tiki Tenders, I
ordered some Golden Fries. This
name is also misleading, as they are
not actually forged from the precious
metal but instead are slightly undercooked and slightly under-seasoned
fries. I think a more appropriate
name would have been Copper Fries
or Bronze Fries, really any Aluminum Alloy Fries, maybe even Sterling
Silver Fries, but certainly not Golden
Fries.

But, it was a fine evening, so I figured it
would be a fine establishment for Snobsters’ April dining event.
Despite being 100 yards from the
chaotic frenzy of bumper to bumper on
the five, Islands Restaurant lives up to
its utopian namesake, offering restaurant-goers with a relaxing dinner experience you could expect in the South
Pacific…said no one ever.
We enter the octagonal holding room, the stench of
homeless men’s urine and adolescent skunk marijuana
emanate from the parking garage next door. Large wooden toucans and surfboards punctuate the plastic flora
and fauna of the tropics. The bamboo bar décor has me
convinced: I’m in Hawaii!
Then the Islands staff, decked out in pastel-colored
t-shirts and booty shorts, remind me that I’m in LA. How
do they remind me? Well, they’re all failed or soon-to-fail
comedians looking to try out that new joke about their
recently-lost virginity. Don’t lie. We know you’re still
holding your V-Card.
Luckily, our waiter, Johnny (hereon referred to as Johnny
Tsunami, because we’re at Islands), is a 5’2, 90-pound
college student (or maybe college drop-out) that doesn’t
attempt any jokes. Nor does he attempt to take our order
or bring us food. At least he is consistent.
Since Johnny Tsunami gives us about 47 minutes to read
our menu before actually taking our order, I am able to
learn all about the restaurants’ history. According to the
menu, the story of Islands is:
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Beta Theta Rape-ya hot shot Stew graduated with a 1.9 in
Mass Comm from his Daddy’s Alma Mater. Upon getting
a college degree, Stew came into his trust fund (as well

as a petite blonde named Jenny) and jetted off to Hawaii.
Jenny got pregnant, Stew got DRUNK. It was after waking
up naked in his own vomit on a beach that Stew had an
idea: Open a fucking restaurant, man. A restaurant that
looks like Hawaii.
I glanced around at my surroundings—the fruit of Stew’s
a-ha moment—and was glad to say that he had at least
accomplished the first part of his dream. He opened a
restaurant. As far as it looking like Hawaii….well…It
looked more like the set of a high-budget porno.

In light of mediocre food, a scrawny
and inattentive server, and, as always,
excellent Snobster company, Islands
merits a mere ONE ADMIRAL. Yes,
ONE. Mayhaps it deserves a second visit for me to truly
assess its attempt at tropical grandeur, but if I gave restaurants second chances, I wouldn’t be a snobster.
And yes, I know I started this by saying, “Merry Christmas.” Ass hole.

But still, baby-daddy Stew had made a valiant effort to
bring Island kitsch right here to the city. There was the
giant wooden toucan hanging over my head, the terracotta patio flooring, and all of the menu items had adorable
tropical names: Bleunami was a cheeseburger with bleu
cheese. Kannapali Kobb salad. Northshore Island Taco. I
mean, they all tasted like shit, but the names were adorable. And that’s what matters.
My meal, Tiki Tenders, was not grilled over a tiki torch,
like the name suggests. I’m pretty sure they were the same
chicken tenders served in my high school cafeteria. The
only difference is that, at Islands, they serve them on
Styrofoam packing peanuts, which guarantees that they
were shipped to my plate directly from Hawaii.
Tiki Tenders wasn’t my first choice, to be honest. I really

Admiral Disapproves!

That Movie Was Fucking Scary
An Essay by Greg McKenna

Ok. Ok. Ok. So, I seriously just shit
my pants. I mean, there is SHIT in
my pants right now. And probably
on the seat in the movie theatre,
too. But it’s their fault for showing
such a fucking scary movie.
I mean, I should have known. I
should have FUCKING known.
Just from the title. “Tangled?”
“Tangled Up In My Sheets From
All The Nightmares I’m Gonna Be
Having Because of This Movie,”
that’s what it should have been
called.
I mean, did you see the old witch’s
face? Oh my GOD. I felt like I was
looking at Satan’s fetal alcohol baby
after it spent too much time in
hell’s hot tub. I think that was the
first time I peed, when I saw that
face. That was maybe two minutes
into the film, and I really regretted
not wearing Depends.
But, in my defense, I didn’t think I
would need my trusty adult diapers
at a film intended for CHILDREN.
And why, WHY, would someone
make a terrifying iguana-monsterof-death a central sidekick in said
children’s movie? The first time
those blood-curdling eyes bulged
on screen, I literally vomited. Just
projectiled all over the kid sitting
in front of me. Then he started
crying, which is so rude, you know,
in a movie theatre. I mean, it is just
vomit.
And it wasn’t the last time I yakked
during the film. I couldn’t help it—I
was scared shitless, so, in light of
the lack of shit, I threw up. It’s a
normal reaction.
But then I did end up shitting my
pants so ... I guess I wasn’t completely shitless.

Anyway, I don’t think that much
bodily fluid has been forced out of
my body in fear since I saw Mary
Kate and Ashley’s “Passport to
Paris.”
At least with “Passport to Paris” I
didn’t scream myself hoarse, which
you can bet your ass happened
during the Chinese lantern scene
in “Tangled.” The lanterns were
extremely reminiscent of fireflies, which are my third biggest
fear—behind shoelaces and Pacific
Islanders.
So you can imagine how fucking
fast I started hyperventilating when
the theater employee of Hawaiian
descent told me I needed to quiet
down or leave the cinema as I was
disrupting the other patrons. Then
he said, “oh shoot, my shoes are
untied.” Last thing I remember before blacking out was snatching the
flashlight from his hand. I woke up,
handcuffed to a hospital bed, and
don’t really know what’s going on.
But holy fuck was that movie scary.
SHIT.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Greg McKenna is Snobster’s Prison
Correspondent, writing regularly from his stay in Folsom State
Prison.
McKenna participates in our Inmates Without Borders program,
which affords him the opportunity
to earn publishing credits and write
about his experiences before incarceration.
Fan Mail can be sent to:
Greg McKenna, Inmate 0713521
Folsom State Prison
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lover hover scoots for two
Makers of Hoveround, the most popular personal mobility scooter have
In the eyes of Hoveround’s CEO, sharing a scooter is like sharing a heart.
announced their newest product, the Lover Hover, a revolutionary mobil- “If two people can operate a mobility device around a pharmacy together,
ity scooter built for two.
they can certainly operate this mobility device known as life. Or, usualAccording to a press release from Hoveround, “old
ly in their case, near-death. End of life, I think is the politically
people are depressing enough as it is, and that is
correct term.”
exacerbated by the fact that they are almost
In light of the Lover Hover’s success, other companies are
always alone.” In an attempt to decrease the
launching similar campaigns aimed at senior citizen
number of lonely, decrepit, senior citizens
pairs. Depends-On-Your-Friends is an adult diaper
eating in a booth meant for two at Bob
made for two full-grown adults, with four legEvans, the Lover Hover is fashioned to
holes and twice as much absorbency. IHOP is
easily fit two where it once fit one.
launching the Pal-cake, a pancake large enough
The Lover Hover’s unique seat has
to split with your pals.
four depressions for four separate
Stock Market analysts expect to see more comsaggy butt checks, as well as twice
panies following this trend, especially if coupons
as much space for orthopedic shoes
are somehow involved in the marketing initiaon the footpad. There is an additional
tives.
rack on the rear for walkers, canes, and
Users of the Lover Hover are extremely impressed
oxygen tanks. Essentially, the Lover Hover
with the product, and one Burbank couple claims
is like the SUV of mobility scooters.
they will never need to stand up again. “We have our
Not only does this alleviate scooter traffic in
colonoscopy bags and catharters hooked up the Lover
Wal-Mart aisles, the Lover Hover’s state of the art
Hover, a battery charger in case it gets tired, and plenty of
design encourages the elderly to befriend fellow scootDanielle Steele books in the front basket,” says Eugenia Garrett of
er-tooters and, ideally, romance them.
her Lover Hover she shares with her husband, Clarence.
Hey Kids! Fill in your own captions for Old Pauline’s sailing adventure. Can
you guess what she’s thinking??? Remember, she has Alzheimer’s!! Check
out our examples for ideas!

Fun for kiDS

Finally! Free
from the
straight jacket!!! BAHAHA!
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I just sharted
myself.

Is it a problem I’m about
to kill all
these dolphins
all right now?

